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The metllod of nuclear spin echoes [I ] has provided
an extremely
powerful tool for the direct study of difPusion in liquid-like systems. Unfortunately,
tllis has
not been applicable to solids, since in these systems the

inhomogeneous
nuclear spin echoes in the solid, provided the decoupled
free induction
decay is dominated
by static magnetic field gradients over the 13C-13C dipolar coupling. This is certainly the case in all our cur-

decay of spin coherence

is normally

dipolar

is thus not easily reversible

rent experiments.
Fig. 1 depicts scllematically
one of tile rf modulation
schemes employed in these studies. The first part of the

by strong
[I!] _
to report tile first observation
of enhanced,
t3C nuclear spin echoes in solids. These exhave allowed several novel features of IligJi
solid state NMR to emerge, e.g., the.feasibil-

interactions

We wish
long-lived
periments
resolution

ity of determining

and

dominated

natural lineshapes and linewidths

due to randomly distributed
cuclei (in this case with
internal dipolar coupling) and the direct measurement

of atomic or molecular diffusion in the solid state. The
latter extends to solids an approach reserved heretofore
for liquids and recently extended to liquid crystals [3].
The details of these experiments will be presented elsewhere. In this communication,
we describe briefly the
approach employed and present some novel preliminary results.
NFIR of rare nuclei, in natural isotopic abundance
in solids, poses two challenging problems, namely low
sensitivity and dipolar broading by abundant neighboring spins. We carry out the remainder of the discussion
with the common example of 13C (dilute) and ‘H
(abundant).
The problems can be overcome by crosspolarization between the 1 H and 13C spin reservoirs
and high power spin-decoupling
[4] _Pulsed modulation of the 13C rf output, on a time scale slow com‘. pared to the i H rf cycle time, can subsequently produce
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experiment
is a “single shot” total cross-polarization
of proton enhanced NMR [P61.
There are various ways of achieving the cross-polarization,
and the
one used here is technically
particularly
convenient
[6];
if@ is/the power signal/noise
obtained from the 13C
spins in a usual free induction
decay, then by proper
version

adjustment

of the rf amplitude,

noise obtainable
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after such a total cross-polarization
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Fig. 1. Procedure employed for obtaining enhanced 13C nuclear
spin echoes, showing the rf modulation amplirudes and timing.
Cross-polarization occurs from the demagnetized proton reservoir in the rotating frame. The large “C magnetization is then
treated by a slow train of pulses during strong ‘H irradiation.
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our technique introduces, of measuring directly rapid
diffusion in the solid state. Tlds is accomplished
by measuring the irreversible loss of coherence with a spin echo
decay envelope in pulsed magnetic field gradients of
well-defined
duration. magnitude and orientation
[l] *, **.
Preliminary higIl temperature
experiments
on odamantane, an excellent prototype
“plastic solid”, and other
materials, are under way in our laboratory
and should

provide a direct check of previous studies employing
proton spin relaxation in the demagnetized
state and
plastic flow measurements
[ 1I] . Our approach offers

Fig. 2. Oscilloscope
trace of 13C detector output from sample
of solid adamantane
ir. response to sequence of fig. 1 with refocusing
pulses (echoes) 20 mscc apart. The oscilloscope
scale

is IO msec/div.
given by Pi :

(0

the promise of being generally applicable, directly interpretable
even when molecular reorientation
is present, and simply adaptable to studies of diffusion anisotropy. We believe that a particularly
important
additional application
of this approach will be to trapped
and adscrbed
species in solids and to dynamical studies
of anisotropic
diffusion in partially oriented biological
systems. Details will shortly be presented
of full experimental
results obtained on our equipment!
which
is being

where y and N are magnetagyric

ratios and numbers

of

spins in the sample. This approach is quite powerful for
the purposes of our present experiments:
since large signals are observed in one sllot [6,8,9]
a substantial reduction in expenditure
of rf energy is realized
tiple contacts with signal accumulation.

modified

to produce

oriented

pulsed

field

gra-

dients and higher power rf output.
The experiments were performed on a homebuilt
double-resonance
spectrometer operating at 106 MHz
for ‘H.
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depicts the type of signal/noise observable by this technique even in small samples (= 50 mg) with detector
bandwidths of = 10 kHz. A train of echoes with closely s aced pulses exhibits a prolonged exponential
deP
cay: (T. > 200 msec) demonstrating for the first time
Ihe high resolution attainable in solids by combining

with the equipment

and experiments.

the effective removal of static magnetic field inhomogeneity with the sensitivity and resolution
enhancemen!.

Of considerable

interest to us is the possibility

f This is l/4 the power signal/noise

available
Such an adiabatic

which

folIowin_e a mnxicross-polarization

mum efticiency
transfer.
can be achieved by multiple adiabatic cross-over or by adiabatic remagnetimtion of the 13C reservoir (71.

$ In agreementwith early predicticns
Kittel and Abrahams
distributed

spins [IO].

concerning

of Anderson and of
lineshapes for randomly

*

The chemical shielding anisotropy
will allow complete studies
to be carried out eYen in polycrystalline
samples, by monitoring dirferentinl
decay of rhe spectrum obtained by Fourier
transformation
of the echoes.
** In QSCSwhere the diffusion shortens the proton spin-lattice
relaxation
times making the cross-polarization
ineffective,
echoes are still observed following a normal pulsed free induction decay, of course with reduced sensitivity.
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